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Eagle Filters’ respirators have received CE certification for FFP3 class. The FFP3 mask is the most filtering of the FFP masks according
to EN 149, the European standard of testing and marking requirements for filtering half mask. Among other requirements FFP3 respirators
must have an aerosol filtration percentage of not less than 99%. CE certification allows Eagle Filters to sell and deliver respirators Europe
wide to general public as well as to all consumer groups. Many countries outside Europe also accept the sale the of CE certified
products.
Eagle Filters respirators have earlier passed the Covid-19 certification which allows sale of respirators to the health care sector as well as
received CE certification for FFP2 class.
After the breakout of the Covid pandemic Eagle Filters, a technology leader in industrial filtration, developed its own high quality respirator
product line and started manufacturing respirators in Kotka. Production started during summer 2020 and Eagle Filters is in the process of
significantly increasing production capacity. Production capacity is flexible between the production of FFP2 and FFP3 respirators. Eagle
Filters respirators are made of highest quality materials.
CEO, Jarkko Joki-Tokola, Loudspring: “We are very happy that Eagle Filters FFP3 respirators have received CE certification and can
start delivering products to the customers. FFP3 respirators are the sought after highest quality standard respirators on the market and
domestic manufacturing is a security of supply issue for all countries. We will continue to develop our manufacturing capability as well as
product properties and believe that our FFP3 respirators provide us an excellent platform to be competitive on the world market in the long
run.”
Loudspring owns 85,1% of Eagle Filters.
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Loudspring in brief
Loudspring is an investment company focused on saving natural resources. We own and operate Nordic growth businesses that are fighting
climate change and making a big environmental impact. We have a diversified business portfolio with technologies that save energy, water and
materials in industry, real estate and in everyday life.
The company group is listed on First North Growth Market Finland under the ticker LOUD and on First North Growth Market Stockholm under
the ticker LOUDS.
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